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Abstract 
 

To promote chromosome bi-orientation, Aurora B kinase weakens and disrupts aberrant 

kinetochore–MT interaction. It has long been debated how Aurora B halts this action when bi-

orientation is established and tension is applied across sister kinetochores. Pertinent to this 

debate, it was shown that Bir1 (yeast Survivin), which recruits Ipl1–Sli15 (yeast Aurora B–

INCENP) to centromeres, is dispensable for bi-orientation, raising the possibility that Aurora B 

localization at centromeres is not required for bi-orientation. Here, we show that the COMA 

inner kinetochore sub-complex physically interacts with Sli15, recruits Ipl1–Sli15 to the inner 

kinetochore and promotes chromosome bi-orientation, independently of Bir1, in budding 

yeast. Moreover, using an engineered recruitment of Ipl1–Sli15 to the inner kinetochore when 

both Bir1 and COMA are defective, we show that localization of Ipl1–Sli15 at centromeres/ 

inner kinetochores is essential for bi-orientation, refuting the above possibility. Our results 

give important insight into how Aurora B disrupts kinetochore–MT interaction in a tension-

dependent manner, to promote chromosome bi-orientation. (164 words)  
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Introduction 
 
For proper chromosome segregation in mitosis, sister kinetochores must interact with 

microtubules (MTs) from opposite spindle poles prior to chromosome segregation – this state 

is called chromosome bi-orientation [1, 2]. To establish chromosome bi-orientation, any 

aberrant kinetochore–MT interaction must be resolved through a process called error 

correction. Error correction continues until bi-orientation is established and thus tension is 

applied across sister kinetochores. 

 

To drive error correction, Aurora B kinase plays a central role – it phosphorylates outer 

kinetochore components, and this weakens and disrupts aberrant kinetochore–MT 

interactions [3-5]. However, this action of Aurora B must cease when bi-orientation is 

established and tension is applied across sister kinetochores. It has long been a topic of 

debate how tension halts the Aurora B action. One possible explanation is that, upon bi-

orientation, sister kinetochores are pulled in opposite directions, stretching the outer 

kinetochores [6, 7] and thus moving Aurora B substrates away from Aurora B-localizing sites 

at centromeres/inner kinetochores (spatial separation model) [3, 8, 9]. Consistent with this 

model, Aurora B delocalizes from outer kinetochores when bi-orientation is established in 

budding yeast [3, 10], outer kinetochore components are dephosphorylated when tension is 

applied [11, 12], and ectopic Aurora B targeting to the outer kinetochore destabilizes 

kinetochore–MT interaction during metaphase in mammalian cells [8]. 

 

Activation of Aurora B kinase requires the binding of INCENP. In addition, Survivin needs to 

bind INCENP to recruit Aurora B–INCENP to centromeres/ inner kinetochores. In budding 

yeast, Aurora B, INCENP and Survivin are called Ipl1, Sli15 and Bir1, respectively [9, 13]. 

The Aurora B spatial separation model predicts that Aurora B localization at centromeres or 

inner kinetochores is essential for bi-orientation. However, this notion has been challenged by 

the observation that, when Sli15 lacks its Bir1-binding domain (Sli15 N-terminus), yeast cells 

are still able to establish bi-orientation and grow almost normally in the absence of Bir1	[14]. 

This result has raised the possibility that Aurora B–INCENP localization at the 

centromere/inner kinetochores is dispensable for chromosome bi-orientation. Alternatively, 

there might be a Bir1-independent mechanism for recruiting Aurora B–INCENP to 

centromeres/inner kinetochores, but such a mechanism has not been clearly identified [5, 9]. 

 

Here we report that, in budding yeast, the COMA (Ctf19/Okp1/Mcm21/Ame1) kinetochore 

sub-complex physically interacts with Sli15 and recruits Ipl1–Sli15 to the inner kinetochore 

independently of Bir1 to promote chromosome bi-orientation. Moreover, by engineering Ipl1–
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Sli15 recruitment to the inner kinetochores, we show that localization of Ipl1–Sli15 at 

centromeres/inner kinetochores is essential for bi-orientation. 
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Results 
 
COMA facilitates chromosome bi-orientation independently of Bir1 and not through 

supporting robust peri-centromere cohesion 

 

If there were a Bir1-independent mechanism of recruiting Ipl1–Sli15 to centromeres or inner 

kinetochores, regulators of such a mechanism might show negative genetic interaction with 

bir1 mutants. In fact, in a recent genome-wide genetic interaction analysis in budding yeast, 

bir1-17 mutant showed a strong negative genetic interaction with mcm21∆ and ctf19∆ [15]. 

Mcm21 and Ctf19 are non-essential components of the inner kinetochore subcomplex 

COMA. Moreover, an independent study showed that Sli15 localization at kinetochores was 

partially diminished in COMA component mutants [16]. These results raised the possibility 

that COMA recruits Ipl1–Sli15 to inner kinetochores independently of Bir1 to promote bi-

orientation and maintain cell viability. 

 

Since bir1 mutations showed a stronger genetic interaction with mcm21∆ than with ctf19∆ at 

physiological culture conditions (growth at 20ºC and 27ºC) [15], we chose to study the 

function of Mcm21 further. We fused BIR1 and MCM21 with the auxin-induced degron tag 

(bir1-aid and mcm21-aid) and investigated how this double depletion affected cell growth 

(Figure 1A). STU1 is an essential gene and stu1-aid was used as a control for viability [17]. 

The bir1-aid suppressed cell growth in the presence of auxin, but not as completely as did 

stu1-aid. The mcm21-aid did not suppress growth on its own but, when combined with bir1-

aid, showed further growth suppression than did bir1-aid alone (Figure 1A). A similar result 

was obtained using bir1∆ (bir1 deletion rather than depletion) combined with mcm21-aid 

(Figure S1A). Thus, combined depletion (or deletion) of Bir1 and Mcm21 showed a synthetic 

growth defect. 

 

The COMA complex promotes robust sister chromatid cohesion at peri-centromere regions 

by recruiting Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK) to kinetochores [18-21]. Robust peri-centromere 

cohesion is important for bi-orientation and cell growth [18, 19, 22]. We addressed whether 

the above effects of Mcm21 depletion are due to a defect in peri-centromere cohesion. If this 

is the case, a C-terminus tagged DBF4 (dbf4-myc), which impairs DDK recruitment to 

kinetochores [20], should show similar behaviour to that of Mcm21 depletion. In fact, dbf4-

myc expression produced a defect in peri-centromere cohesion in similar extent to (or slightly 

greater than) that of mcm21 deletion (Figure S1B). However, in contrast to Mcm21 depletion, 

dbf4-myc showed no synthetic growth defect with Bir1 depletion (Figure 1B). This suggests 

that the synthetic growth defect shown by combining depletion of Mcm21 and Bir1 is not due 

to a defect in peri-centromere cohesion. 
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We compared the efficiency of chromosome bi-orientation establishment in individual Bir1 

and Mcm21 depletions with the double depletion. To assay this, we visualized a chosen 

centromere (CEN2) and spindle poles in live-cell fluorescence microscopy, scored the 

percentage of cells with bi-orientation (separation of sister CEN2), and plotted against time 

after formation of a bipolar spindle (Figure 1C). In a wild-type control, bi-orientation was 

established in the majority of cells within 15 min. Individual Mcm21 and Bir1 depletions 

showed moderate and substantial delays, respectively, in bi-orientation establishment. 

Intriguingly, Mcm21/Bir1 double depletion showed a further delay in bi-orientation than did 

individual depletions. In the double depletion, only ~17% of cells showed bi-orientation after > 

50 min. The effects of Mcm21 and Bir1 depletions seemed to be additive or slightly 

synergistic, suggesting that COMA and Bir1 independently facilitate chromosome bi-

orientation.  

 

Note that, whereas essential COMA components Okp1–Ame1 facilitate outer kinetochore 

assembly, non-essential components Ctf19–Mcm21 have little such function [23-25]. It is 

therefore unlikely that the bi-orientation delay in Mcm21 depletion was due to reduced ability 

of the kinetochore for interacting with MTs. Consistent with this, CEN2 was always located in 

the vicinity of one or the other spindle pole (i.e. interacted with MTs) when bi-orientation was 

defective due to Mcm21 depletion or Mcm21/Bir1 double depletion (Figure 1C, image, 

bottom). 

 

COMA physically interacts with Sli15 and recruits Ipl1–Sli15 to the inner kinetochore, 

independently of Bir1 

 

Independent roles of COMA and Bir1 in facilitating chromosome bi-orientation may be due to 

their independent functions of recruiting Ipl1–Sli15 to centromeres or inner kinetochores. To 

address this possibility, we analysed the localization of Ipl1 at centromeres by microscopy. 

Since centromeres locate on the mitotic spindle, it was difficult to distinguish between Ipl1 

localization on centromeres and on spindle MTs. Therefore, to analyse Ipl1 localization 

specifically at a centromere, we isolated a chosen centromere (CEN3) from the spindle by 

inactivating it (with transcription from the adjacently inserted GAL promoter) and thereby 

disrupting kinetochore–MT interaction [26, 27] (Figure 2A, diagram). Subsequently we shut 

off transcription from the GAL promoter to reactivate CEN3, allowing its recapture by spindle 

MTs (centromere re-activation assay). We analysed Ipl1 localization at CEN3 after 

reactivation but before recapture by spindle MTs.  
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Ipl1 localization at CEN3 was scored in three categories; no localization, weak localization 

and evident localization (Figure 2A, images). In wild-type control, ~70 % of cells showed 

evident Ipl1 localization at CEN3 (Figure 2B). The Ipl1 localization was marginally reduced by 

Mcm21 depletion and more clearly reduced by Bir1 depletion. Intriguingly, Mcm21/Bir1 

double depletion showed greater reduction of Ipl1 localization at CEN3 compared with that in 

individual depletions (Figure 2B). The effect of Mcm21 and Bir1 depletions on Ipl1 localization 

at CEN3 seemed to be additive or synergistic, suggesting that COMA and Bir1 independently 

promote Ipl1 localization at centromeres.  

 

We also investigated the effect of dbf4-myc, which impairs DDK recruitment to kinetochores 

(and thus fails to support robust peri-centromere cohesion) [20], on Ipl1 localization on CEN3 

(Figure S2A). DBF4 wild-type and dbf4-myc showed a similar level of Ipl1 localization at 

CEN3. Bir1 depletion reduced Ipl1 localization at CEN3 but this reduction was similar 

between DBF4 wild-type and dbf4-myc. These results with dbf4-myc contrast with those with 

Mcm21 depletion (Figure 2B), suggesting that reduced Ipl1 localization at centromeres with 

Mcm21 depletion in the absence of Bir1 was not due to weakened peri-centromere cohesion. 

 

How then does COMA promote Ipl1 localization at centromeres/inner kinetochores, 

independently of Bir1? COMA may physically interact with Ipl1–Sli15 to enable their 

recruitment to the inner kinetochore and we investigated possible physical interactions 

between Mcm21 and Sli15 using the yeast two-hybrid method (Figure 2C). Indeed, Mcm21 

and Sli15 showed physical interaction and this was not dependent on the Bir1-binding 

domain of Sli15 (Sli15 N-terminus 1–228 aa [28, 29]) or the flexible Mcm21 N-terminus (1–50 

aa [30]). We also addressed whether Sli15 directly interacts with COMA, using purified 

recombinant proteins. It was difficult to purify full-length recombinant Sli15. However, purified 

and immobilized GST-Sli15 lacking its C-terminus (1–401 aa), pulled down COMA 

components (Figure 2D). Thus, COMA physically and directly interacts with Sli15, 

independently of Bir1, to recruit Ipl1–Sli15 to the inner kinetochore.  

 

Engineered recruitment of Ipl1–Sli15 to the inner kinetochore restores bi-orientation 

when both COMA and Bir1 are defective 

 

Our results suggest that the level of Ipl1 localization at centromeres is correlated well with 

efficiency of chromosome bi-orientation when Bir1 and Mcm21 were depleted individually and 

in combination (Figure 1C and 2B). In particular, with Bir1/Mcm21 double depletion, both Ipl1 

localization at centromeres and bi-orientation were almost completely abolished. This raises 

the possibility that Ipl1–Sli15 localization at centromeres/inner kinetochores is essential for 

chromosome bi-orientation. One way to test this is to engineer recruitment of Ipl1–Sli15 to 
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centromeres/inner kinetochores in the absence of Bir1 and Mcm21, and to test whether this 

can rescue bi-orientation.  

 

To engineer Ipl1–Sli15 recruitment to inner kinetochores, we used the rapamycin-dependent 

association between FRB and FKBP12 [31], and fused FRB and FKBP12 to Sli15 and Mif2 

respectively. Mif2 is the yeast CENP-C orthologue and an inner kinetochore component, and 

was chosen for this purpose since its inner kinetochore localization would not be affected by 

Mcm21 depletion [25]. As in Figure 2A, we isolated CEN3 from the mitotic spindle and 

studied Sli15-FRB localization at CEN3 in the presence of rapamycin (Figure 3A). When Mif2 

was not fused to FKBP12 (control), Bir1 depletion considerably reduced the level of Sli15-

FRB at CEN3, which is consistent with Figure 2B. Fusion of FKBP12 to Mif2 rescued Sli15-

FRB localization at CEN3 to a normal level, when Bir1 was depleted (Figure 3A). Thus, Sli15 

can indeed be recruited to the inner kinetochore by this engineered system. 

 

We next evaluated efficiency of chromosome bi-orientation with the engineered recruitment of 

Sli15 to inner kinetochores. As in Figure 3A, FRB and FKBP12 were fused to Sli15 and Mif2, 

respectively, and bi-orientation frequency was evaluated by visualizing CEN2 on the spindle 

in the presence of rapamycin (Figure 3B). When Mif2 was not fused to FKBP12 (control), 

Sli15-FRB did not co-localize with CEN2, and Bir1/Mcm21 double depletion significantly 

reduced frequency of bi-orientation (as also shown in Figure 1C). Importantly, in the 

Bir1/Mcm21 double depletion, fusion of FKBP12 to Mif2 allowed Sli15-FRB co-localization 

with CEN2, and rescued frequency of bi-orientation to an almost normal level (Figure 3B). 

Thus, engineered recruitment of Sli15 to inner kinetochores rescued bi-orientation when both 

Bir1 and COMA were defective. These results suggest that Ipl1–Sli15 localization at 

centromeres/inner kinetochores is essential for chromosome bi-orientation. 

 
Ipl1 still localizes at the centromere/inner kinetochore with bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus, and 
this is dependent on COMA 
 

It was previously reported that when Sli15 lacks its Bir1-binding domain (Sli15 N-terminus, 1–

228 aa), yeast cells still are able to establish bi-orientation and grow almost normally in the 

absence of Bir1	[14]. Based on this, it was proposed that Ipl1–Sli15 localization at 

centromeres is dispensable for chromosome bi-orientation [14]. However, given our finding 

that COMA promotes recruitment of Ipl1–Sli15 to centromeres/inner kinetochores 

independently of Bir1 (Figure 2B), bi-orientation and cell growth in bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus 

may be dependent on COMA. Consistent with this, we found that cell growth of bir1∆ sli15∆N-

terminus cells was severely reduced when combined with Mcm21 depletion (Figure 4A). In 

contrast, growth of bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus cells was not affected when deletions were 

combined with dbf4-myc (Figure S2B), which showed a defect in peri-centromere cohesion 
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similar to, or slightly greater than, that of Mcm21 deletion (Figure S1B). Therefore, the effect 

of Mcm21 depletion on the growth of bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus cells was not due to weakened 

peri-centromere cohesion, which is found with a lack of Mcm21 [18, 19]. 

 

In cells with bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus, does Ipl1–Sli15 still localize at centromeres/inner 

kinetochores and, if so, how is this affected by Mcm21 depletion? To address these 

questions, we examined localization of Ipl1 on CEN3, which was isolated from the spindle as 

in Figure 2A. Intriguingly, with bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus, Ipl1 localization at CEN3 was similar to 

that with the wild-type control (Figure 4B). This contrasts with Ipl1 localization at CEN3 with 

Bir1 depletion alone, cells of which showed considerable reduction of Ipl1 there (Figure 2B). 

This suggests that sli15∆N-terminus enhances Ipl1 localization at centromeres in the absence 

of Bir1, though the mechanism for this is still unclear. In any case, when combined with 

Mcm21 depletion, the bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus cells showed a very severe defect in Ipl1 

localization at CEN3 (Figure 4B). In conclusion, Ipl1 still localizes at the centromere/inner 

kinetochore with bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus, and this localization depends on COMA. 
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Discussion 
 

Aurora B kinase (Ipl1 in budding yeast) plays a central role in resolving aberrant kinetochore–

MT interactions to promote chromosome bi-orientation. It has been a topic of considerable 

debate whether Aurora B localization at centromeres/inner kinetochores is essential for 

chromosome bi-orientation. In this study, we have demonstrated that the COMA kinetochore 

sub-complex physically interacts with Sli15 and recruits Ipl1–Sli15 to the inner kinetochore, 

independently of Bir1. Physical interactions between Sli15 and COMA components (Ctf19 

and Mcm21) have also been shown in a recently posted preprint, using chemical crosslinking 

of recombinant proteins [32]. Furthermore, using an engineered system for recruiting Ipl1–

Sli15 to the inner kinetochore when both Bir1 and COMA are defective, we were able to show 

that localization of Ipl1–Sli15 at centromeres/inner kinetochores is essential for bi-orientation 

in budding yeast. We presume that the centromere/inner kinetochore is a suitable location of 

Ipl1–Sli15 to enable efficient phosphorylation of outer kinetochores that drives error 

correction. 

 

Our finding also gives insight into how tension across sister kinetochores halts the Aurora B 

action of disrupting kinetochore–MT interaction. One popular model for this is the spatial 

separation model, i.e. tension causes kinetochore stretching, which moves outer kinetochore 

substrates away from Aurora B-localizing sites at centromeres [3, 8, 9]. This model predicts 

that Aurora B localization at centromeres is essential for bi-orientation. However, it has been 

shown that bi-orientation can be established in the absence of Bir1 in budding yeast [14], and 

this has raised the possibility that Aurora B/Ipl1 localization at centromeres/inner kinetochores 

is dispensable for bi-orientation – if so, that would rule out the spatial separation model. Our 

data refute this possibility by demonstrating that the COMA-dependent mechanism still 

recruits Aurora B/Ipl1 to the inner kinetochore in the absence of Bir1. If our conclusion is 

correct, the spatial separation model still remains a plausible model for Aurora B-driven error 

correction, at least in budding yeast.  

 

On the other hand, our data do not exclude other models explaining how tension halts the 

Aurora B action of disrupting kinetochore–MT interaction. For example, the kinetochore–MT 

interface may form a stable structure by itself when tension is applied [33], which may 

overcome the Aurora B action. Localization of Aurora B at the outer kinetochore may have 

crucial roles in rendering its action tension-dependent [34, 35]. Aurora B kinase activity or 

counteracting phosphatase activity may be directly regulated by tension [36, 37]. Our finding 

that Aurora B/Ipl1 localization at the centromere/inner kinetochore is crucial for bi-orientation 

may also shed new light on these models. 
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In this study, we used budding yeast as a model organism and concluded that 1) COMA 

facilitates Ipl1–Sli15 localization to inner kinetochores independently of Bir1, and 2) Ipl1–Sli15 

localization at centromeres/inner kinetochores is essential for bi-orientation. Are these also 

the case in vertebrate cells? Ipl1, Sli15, Bir1 and COMA are conserved from yeast to 

vertebrates and their vertebrate counterparts are called Aurora B, INCENP, Survivin and 

CENP-O/P/Q/U, respectively [13, 38]. Crucially, it was recently reported that INCENP lacking 

its Survivin-binding domain (N-terminus) still supports bi-orientation in human cells [39], as 

does yeast Sli15 lacking its N-terminus [14]. If mechanisms are conserved between yeast and 

vertebrate cells, CENP-O/P/Q/R would promote recruitment of Aurora B–INCENP to inner 

kinetochores independently of Survivin to support error correction in vertebrate cells. 

Intriguingly, in the Xenopus egg extract system, the inner kinetochore was not fully 

assembled when INCENP lacked its N-terminus (in contrast to human cells); in this 

circumstance, this INCENP mutant could no longer support error correction even if the outer 

kinetochore assembly seemed normal [40]. Therefore, inner kinetochore components may 

indeed support Aurora B–INCENP localization and error correction, independently of Survivin, 

in vertebrate cells. 
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Materials and Methods 
 

Yeast strains and cell culture 

The background of yeast strains (W303) and the methods for yeast culture have been 

described previously [41, 42]. To synchronize cells in the cell cycle, yeast cells were arrested 

in G1 phase by treatment with yeast mating pheromone (α-factor) and subsequently released 

to fresh media [41]. Cells were cultured at 25ºC in YPA medium containing 2% glucose 

(YPAD) unless otherwise stated. Constructs of GAL1-10 promoter-CEN3-tetOs [26, 43, 44], 

TetR-3×CFP [43, 45], MET3 promoter-CDC20 [46], mCherry-TUB1 [47], SPC42-4×mCherry, 

NIC96-4×mCherry [48], CEN2-tetOs (tetO×224 was inserted 600 bp away from CEN2)	[20] 

and tetOs at 15 kb from CEN12	[20] were described previously. To generate bir1∆ and 

mcm21∆, the whole coding region of the gene was replaced with the Kl. LEU2 and KAN-MX4 

cassette, respectively, using a one-step PCR procedure [49]. IPL1 was tagged with yEGFP at 

its C-terminus at its original locus using the yEGFP-SpHIS5 cassette (pKT128) as a PCR 

template using a one-step PCR procedure [50]. sli15∆N-terminus (aa 229-698) replaced the 

original SLI15+ wild-type gene at its original locus, using the loop-in and loop-out strategy, as 

follows; 1) SLI15 promoter, the ATG start codon and SLI15 coding sequence corresponding 

to aa 229–465 were cloned into pRS405 vector (URA3 marker) (pT3299), 2) the construct 

was integrated (loop-in) at SLI15 locus by homologous recombination after cutting at the NruI 

site within the SLI15 promoter, 3) the strain was grown with 5-FOA to remove the URA3 

marker (loop-out) by homologous recombination, and 4) strains were checked by PCR and 

DNA sequencing to select those with sli15∆N-terminus (aa 229–698) and without the original 

SLI15+ wild-type gene.    

 

Depletion of AID-tagged proteins 

To deplete Bir1 and Mcm21, BIR1 and MCM21 were fused to an aid tag (auxin-inducible 

degron tag) at their C-termini at the original loci in the strain carrying the rice F-box gene 

TIR1 [51]. In the presence of auxin NAA (1-Naphthaleneacetic acid; 2 mM on plates and 0.5 

mM in liquid media), aid-tagged proteins interact with the SCF E3 ubiquitin ligase, mediated 

by Tir1, which leads to their ubiquitylation and degradation by the proteasome [51].  

 

Engineered association between proteins 

To engineer association between Sli15 and Mif2, SLI15 was tagged with FRB-GFP using a 

FRB-GFP-kanMX6 (pFA6a-FRB-GFP-kanMX6) cassette, and MIF2 with 2×FKBP12-TRP1 

cassette (pFA6a-2×FKBP12-TRP1) at their C-termini at their original gene loci by a one-step 

PCR method [52]. For this experiment, yeast strains also carried TOR1-1, which conferred 

rapamycin resistance, and fpr1Δ mutations. Association of FRB and FKBP12 fusion proteins 

was induced by addition of 10 µM of rapamycin to culture media. 
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Microscopy image acquisition 

During time-lapse imaging, yeast cells were immobilized on a glass-bottomed dish (MatTek, 

P35G-1.5-10-C) coated with concanavalin A (Sigma C7275), and maintained in synthetic-

complete (SC) plus YPA medium (3:1 ratio) [27, 41]. For imaging during metaphase arrest of 

cells with MET3 promoter-CDC20, 2 mM methionine was added to the medium to ensure 

Cdc20 depletion. Where relevant, NAA was added to the medium during imaging to maintain 

protein degradation, and Rapamycin was added to the medium during imaging to maintain 

FRB–FKBP12 interaction. Images were acquired using a DeltaVision Elite microscope 

(Applied Precision), an UPlanSApo 100× objective lens (Olympus; NA 1.40), SoftWoRx 

software (Applied Precision), and a CoolSnap HQ (Photometrics). We acquired 7–11 (0.7 µm 

apart) z-sections, which were subsequently processed through deconvolution, and analysed 

with Volocity (Improvision) software. CFP, GFP, and mCherry signals were discriminated 

using the 89006 multi-band filter set (Chroma). For the image panels in Figures, Z sections 

were projected to two-dimensional images. 

 

Centromere reactivation assay  

To analyse Ipl1 or Sli15 localization at a centromere isolated from the spindle, the centromere 

re-activation assay was used [26, 27]. In this assay, kinetochore assembly was delayed on a 

chosen centromere by transcription from the GAL promoter (GAL1-10 promoter-CEN3-tetOs 

replacing CEN15 on chromosome XV). This increased the distance between the centromere 

and the mitotic spindle, allowing observation of protein localization specifically at CEN3 after 

inducing kinetochore assembly on the centromere by turning off the GAL promoter in 

metaphase-arrested cells. Cells with GAL1-10 promoter-CEN3-tetOs and MET3 promoter-

CDC20 were cultured overnight in methionine drop-out media with 2 % raffinose, treated with 

α-factor for 2.5 hours (to arrest in G1 phase), and released to fresh media with 2 % raffinose, 

2 % galactose and 2 mM methionine (for Cdc20 depletion and CEN3 inactivation). After 2 

hours, cells were suspended in SC medium containing 2 % glucose and methionine to 

reactivate CEN3. Protein localization was analysed at CEN3 after CEN3 reactivation and 

before CEN3 interaction with MTs extended from the spindle. After background subtraction, 

Ipl1-GFP signals (colocalising at CEN3) of < 5, 5 to 25, and ≥ 25 at their maximum intensity 

(after Z sections were projected to 2D images) were scored as ‘no’, ‘weak’ and ‘evident’ 

signals, respectively, using the Voxel Spy tools of Volocity. Sli15-FRB-GFP signals, 

colocalising at CEN3, were scored in the same way, but with those of < 5, 5 to 20, and ≥ 20 

as ‘no’, ‘weak’ and ‘evident’ signals, respectively.  

 

Yeast two-hybrid assay 

Two-Hybrid analysis was carried out as in [53]. Briefly, the assay was based on the Gal4 

transcription factor and performed after co-transformation of derivatives of pGADT7 (Gal4 
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activation domain; LEU2 marker; Clontech) and pGBKT7 (Gal4 DNA binding domain; TRP1 

marker; Clontech) into the yeast strain PJ69-4A (two-hybrid strain [54]). For each assay, 

independent colonies from the transformation were mixed together in water and spotted in 

ten-fold dilutions onto SC medium lacking tryptophan and leucine (selective for pGADT7 and 

pGBKT7, but non-selective for the two-hybrid interaction) and SC medium lacking tryptophan, 

leucine, histidine and adenine (selective for the two-hybrid interaction). 

 

Purification of GST-Sli15∆C  

SLI15 coding DNA, corresponding to aa 1–401, was fused with GST on pGEX6P-1 plasmid 

(GE Healthcare), which was named pT3176. This construct had a PreScission cleavage site 

between GST and the SLI15 fragment. The pT3176 was introduced into RosettaGami2 E. 

coli cells (Novagen). The E. coli cells were grown in LB medium, and the GST fusion protein 

was expressed at 18ºC with 0.1 mM IPTG induction overnight. Cells were harvested and 

disrupted using an Emulsiflex cell disruptor (ATA Scientific) in the lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES 

pH7.6, 1 M NaCl, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1% Triton X-100) supplemented with cOmplete 

protease inhibitors (Roche). The cleared lysate was loaded onto 1ml GSTrap FF column (GE 

Healthcare). Subsequently the proteins, trapped on the column, were eluted with 40 mM 

reduced glutathione (Sigma) in the elution buffer (50 mM HEPES pH7.6, 0.3 M NaCl, 1 mM 

DTT, 0.05% NP-40, 10% glycerol). The eluate was loaded onto Superdex 200 10/300 column 

(GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 50 mM HEPES pH7.6, 0.3 M NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 0.05% NP-

40, 15% glycerol, and fractions containing full-length GST-Sli15 (1–401) were pooled and 

concentrated. 

 

Partial purification of recombinant COMA  

We cloned DNA fragments coding 1) His×6-OKP1 and AME1 and 2) CTF19 and MCM21, 

separately into the pETDuet vector (Novagen). The two constructs were introduced to 

RosettaGami2(DE3)pLysS E. coli cells (Novagen), and protein expression was induced with 

0.2 mM IPTG at 16ºC overnight. Pellets from both cultures were combined, and cells were 

lysed in buffer 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.25 M NaCl, 0.5% NP-40, 10 mM β-

glycerophosphate, 5% glycerol, 10 mM imidazole and 1 mM PMSF, supplemented with 

cOmplete protease inhibitors (Roche). The cleared lysate was incubated with His-Pur Nic-

NTA Superflow agarose (Thermo). Subsequently the proteins bound on the agarose were 

eluted in buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 5% 1mM 

β-mercaptoethanol and 250 mM imidazole. The presence of His-Okp1, Ame1, Ctf19 and 

Mcm21 in eluates was confirmed by mass spectrometry (MS/MS) after trypsin digestion, and 

by Western blot with anti-His antibody (Abcam). 

 

GST pull down assay 
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GST alone or GST-Sli15 (1-401) was incubated together with partially purified COMA in 

buffer containing HEPES-NaOH pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 0.05% NP-40, 2 mM 

DTT and 0.5 mM EDTA for 20 min at 4ºC. This was added to glutathione magnetic beads 

(CA-225407, CamBio), which were pre-equilibrated with the above buffer containing 0.1 

mg/ml bovine serum albumin. After 1-hour incubation at 4ºC with rotation, the beads were 

washed three times with the above buffer. The proteins, bound to beads via GST, were 

eluted by two incubations with PreScission protease (GE Healthcare) in the above buffer, and 

separated by SDS–PAGE (Novex 7% Tris-Acetate gel), and stained with Coomassie Blue 

(Instant Blue, Expedeon). Note that PreScission protease was also added to the ‘Input’ GST-

Sli15 (1-401) sample shown in lane 6 of Figure 2D. We confirmed that the band with the 

expected size of His×6-Okp1, visible on the Coomassie-stained gel (Figure 2D, lane 4), 

indeed contained His×6-Okp1 using Western blot with anti-His antibody (Abcam). The areas 

of the gel, where COMA components were expected to locate, were excised from lane 2 and 

4 of Figure 2D, digested with trypsin and analysed by mass spectrometry (MS/MS). COMA 

components Okp1, Ame1 and Mcm21, as well as Sli15, were present in the PreScission 

eluate from beads pre-incubated with GST-Sli15 (1-401) and COMA (lane 4), but were absent 

in the control eluate from beads pre-incubated with GST alone and COMA (lane 2).   
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Figure legends 
 
Figure 1. Bir1 and COMA independently promote chromosome bi-orientation 

A. Bir1 depletion shows synthetic growth defects when combined with Mcm21 depletion. 

Yeast cells carrying TIR with mcm21-aid and bir1-aid individually and in combination, were 

serially diluted (10 times dilution each), spotted on plates and incubated for 2 days in the 

presence (right) and absence (left) of NAA. Cells without AID tag or with stu1-aid were 

analysed in the same way as controls. 

B. Bir1 depletion shows no synthetic growth defects when combined with dbf4-myc. Yeast 

cells carrying TIR with bir1-aid and dbf4-myc individually and in combination were treated and 

analysed as in A. 

C. Bir1 depletion and Mcm21 depletion cause further defects in chromosome bi-orientation 

when combined. MCM21+ BIR1+ (wild-type, T12704), mcm21-aid (T12697), bir1-aid (T12698) 

and mcm21-aid bir1-aid (T12714) cells with TIR, CEN2-tetOs, TetR-3×CFP and SPC42-

4×mCherry were arrested in G1 with α-factor treatment and released into fresh medium. NAA 

was added 30 min before the release and also upon release. Microscopy images were 

acquired from 25 min after the release, for 90 min at 1 min intervals. X-axis shows time 

relative to separation of spindle pole bodies (Spc42-mCherry), which is defined as time 0. Y-

axis shows % of cells showing separation of sister CEN2s on the bi-polar spindle (i.e. after 

SPB separation) for at least two consecutive time points, at or prior to indicated time points. 

n=30 for each strain; p-values were obtained using Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. 

 

Figure 2. COMA physically interacts with Sli15 and recruits Ipl1–Sli15 to the inner 

kinetochore independently of Bir1 

A. Diagram shows the method of analysing Ipl1 signals at isolated CEN3. CEN3 under GAL1-

10 promoter was inactivated by transcription from the promoter, which prevented interaction 

with MTs and placed it away from the spindle (diagram, left) [26, 27]. After reactivation of 

CEN3 (by shutting off the promoter) during metaphase arrest, Ipl1 at CEN3 was evaluated 

(diagram, right). Microscope images show representative examples of no, weak, and evident 

Ipl1 signals at CEN3. 

B. Bir1 and COMA independently recruit Ipl1 to centromeres. MCM21+ BIR1+ (wild-type, 

T12858), mcm21-aid (T12859), bir1-aid (T12860) and mcm21-aid bir1-aid (T12861) cells with 

IPL1-GFP, TIR, GAL1-10 promoter-CEN3-tetOs, TetR-3×CFP, mCherry-TUB1 and MET3 

promoter-CDC20 were treated and analysed as in diagram in A (see more details in Materials 

and Methods). Immediately after CEN3 was reactivated, images were acquired for 10 min 

with a 1-min interval. Ipl1 signals at CEN3 were scored into three categories as shown in 

images in A. n=25–27 for each strain; p-values were obtained using chi-squared test for 

trends. 
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C. Mcm21 and Sli15 interact in the yeast two-hybrid assay. The indicated constructs were 

fused to the Gal4 transcriptional activation domain (AD) and Gal4 DNA-binding domain 

(DBD). If the AD- and DBD-fused constructs physically interact, yeast cells grow on plates 

with selective medium. Yeast cells (10 times serial dilution) were incubated at 30 °C for 2 

days. Hof1 and Inn1 were used as a positive control [53]. Diagram shows domain structures 

of Sli15 and Mcm21 [30, 55]. 

D. Recombinant COMA components are pulled down by immobilized recombinant Sli15. The 

following samples were run on the SDS–PAGE gel and then stained with Coomassie Blue: 

GST-fused Sli15 (aa 1-401) [GST-Sli15∆C] and COMA components (including His-tagged 

Okp1) were expressed in, and purified from, E. coli cells (lane 6, 7). GST-Sli15∆C was 

immobilized on glutathione magnetic beads; partially purified COMA components were 

added; washed; and Sli15∆C was cleaved off from GST by PreScission protease (lane 4). 

Lane 1, 2, 3 and 5 show controls of the pull-down as indicated. PreScission protease was 

also added to samples shown in lane 6. Lane 2 and 4 were analysed by mass-spectrometry, 

and COMA components Mcm21, Ame1 and Okp1, as well as Sli15, were detected in lane 4, 

but not in lane 2.  

 

Figure 3. Engineered recruitment of Sli15 to the inner kinetochore restores bi-

orientation when both COMA and Bir1 are defective 

A. FKBP12-fused Mif2 recruits FRB-fused Sli15 to isolated CEN3. a) BIR1+ (wild-type) or 

bir1-aid and b) MIF2 with or without fusion to FKBP12, were combined as indicated below the 

graph (T13199–T13202 from left to right). All strains carried SLI15-FRB-GFP, TIR, TOR1-1, 

fpr1∆, GAL1-10 promoter-CEN3-tetOs, TetR-3×CFP, mCherry-TUB1 and MET3 promoter-

CDC20. Cells were treated as in Figure 2B, except that rapamycin was added 30 min before 

the start of image acquisition. Sli15-FRB-GFP signals at CEN3 were scored into three 

categories as in Figure 2B. n=26–30 for each strain. p-values were obtained by chi-squared 

test for trends. 

B. Engineered Sli15 association with Mif2 restores bi-orientation when both COMA and Bir1 

are defective. a) BIR1+ MCM21+ (wild-type) or bir1-aid mcm21-aid and b) MIF2 with or 

without fusion to FKBP12, were combined as indicated below the graph (T13438, T13441, 

T13440 and T13444 from left to right). All strains carried SLI15-FRB-GFP, TIR, TOR1-1, 

fpr1∆, CEN2-tetOs, TetR-3×CFP, SPC42-4×mCherry and MET3 promoter-CDC20. They 

were cultured in methionine drop-out medium, arrested in G1 with α-factor treatment and 

released into YPAD plus 2 mM methionine, leading to metaphase arrest (due to Cdc20 

depletion). At 2 hours following the release, microscopy images were acquired. Rapamycin 

was added 30 min before the start of image acquisition. Representative images are shown on 

left; cell shapes are shown in white lines. Y-axis of the graph (right) shows % of sister CEN2 
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separation, representing its bi-orientation. n=30–35 for each strain; p-values were obtained 

using Fisher’s exact test. 

 

Figure 4. Ipl1 still localizes at the centromere/inner kinetochore with bir1∆ sli15∆N-

terminus, and this is dependent on COMA 

A. bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus shows synthetic growth defects when combined with Mcm21 

depletion. Yeast cells carrying with bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus and/or mcm21-aid, were serially 

diluted (10 times dilution each), spotted on plates and incubated for 2 days in the presence 

(right) and absence (left) of NAA. Cells without AID tag or with stu1-aid were analysed in the 

same way, as controls. 

B. Ipl1 localizes at the centromere/inner kinetochore with bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus, dependent 

on COMA. BIR1+ SLI15+ MCM21+ (wild-type, T122248), bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus (T12229), 

mcm21-aid TIR (T12738) and bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus mcm21-aid TIR (T12739) cells with 

IPL1-GFP, GAL1-10 promoter-CEN3-tetOs, TetR-3×CFP, mCherry-TUB1 and MET3 

promoter-CDC20 were treated and analysed as in Figure 2B. Immediately after reactivation of 

CEN3, images were acquired for 10 min with a 1-min interval. Ipl1 signals at CEN3 were 

scored into three categories as in Figure 2B. Representative images of T12229 and T12739 

cells are shown at top and bottom, respectively. n=15–25 for each strain in graph; p-values 

were obtained using chi-squared test for trends. 
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Supplemental Figure legends 
 

Figure S1. Supplemental figures related to Figure 1 

A. Bir1 deletion shows synthetic growth defects when combined with Mcm21 depletion. Yeast 

cells carrying TIR with mcm21-aid and bir1∆ individually and in combination, were serially 

diluted (10 times dilution each), spotted on plates and incubated for 2 days in the presence 

(right) and absence (left) of NAA. Cells without AID tag or with stu1-aid were analysed in the 

same way as controls. 

B. dbf4-myc shows a defect in peri-centromere cohesion to a similar extent  to (or marginally 

greater than) mcm21 deletion. DBF4+ MCM21+ (wild-type, T10141), dbf4-myc (T10142) and 

mcm21∆ (T13365) cells with tetOs at 15kb from CEN12, TetR-3×CFP, MET3 promoter-

CDC20, SPC42-4×mCherry and NIC96-4×mCherry were cultured in methionine drop-out 

medium, arrested in G1 with α-factor treatment and released into YPAD plus 2 mM 

methionine, leading to metaphase arrest (due to Cdc20 depletion). At 2 hours after the 

release, microscopy images were acquired. Spc42 and Nic96 are components of the spindle 

pole body (SPB) and the nuclear pore complex (NPC), respectively, and SPB signals were 

much brighter than NPC signals. Diagram explains that separation of sister tetOs occurs 

during metaphase when peri-centromere cohesion is weakened. Images show representative 

examples where sister tetOs are, and are not, separated (two and one CFP dots, 

respectively). Graphs show % of sister tetOs separation during metaphase. n=50–52 for each 

strain; p-values were obtained using Fisher’s exact test. 

 

Figure S2. Supplemental figures related to Figure 2 and 4 

A. dbf4-myc does not affect Ipl1 localization at centromeres in the presence and absence of 

Bir1. DBF4+ BIR1+ (wild-type, T12858), bir1-aid (T12860) dbf4-myc (T13385) and bir1-aid 

dbf4-myc (T13386) cells with IPL1-GFP, TIR, GAL1-10 promoter-CEN3-tetOs, TetR-3×CFP, 

mCherry-TUB1 and MET3 promoter-CDC20 were treated and analysed as in Figure 2B. Ipl1 

signals at CEN3 were scored into three categories as in Figure 2B. n=25 for each strain; p-

values were obtained using chi-squared test for trends. 

B. dbf4-myc does not affect growth of cells with bir1∆ sli15∆N-terminus. Yeast cells with bir1∆ 

sli15∆N-terminus with DBF4+ or dbf4-myc, were serially diluted (10 times dilution each), 

spotted on plates and incubated for 2 days. 
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